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This editorial briefly revisits some very ugly situations when some professionals had grossly disappointed their immediate clients and/or the general population at large. It has been summarized and made to contain one instance from the medical field and some others from the fields of construction and engineering, and also implicitly point to similar situations in the field of education and learning, and so many others fields.

The publication of Andrew et al. [1] in Lancet on 28 February 1998 (retracted on 2 February 2010) presents a vital example of situations when for some sets of unacceptable reasons, professionals err. Since this lancet scandal (resulting from Wakefield et al.-MMR-Autism’s fraudulent research/article) has recently received lots of attention and have generated many literatures, will not be critically discussed in this editorial. Readers who are interested in the details of the information on what many had called Wakefield et al.-MMR-Autism’s fraudulent research/article are hereby directed to the articles by Deer [2], and Greenhalgh [3]. But to summarize the Wakefield et al.-MMR-Autism’s scenario the following had been extracted from Wikipedia.

"Claims of a connection between the vaccine and autism were raised in a 1998 paper in The Lancet, a respected British medical journal.[1] Investigation by Sunday Times journalist Brian Deer discovered that the lead author of the article, Andrew Wakefield, had multiple undeclared conflicts of interest,[4][5] had manipulated evidence,[6] and had broken other ethical codes. The Lancet paper was retracted, and Wakefield was found guilty by the General Medical Council of serious professional misconduct in May 2010 and was struck off the Medical Register, meaning he could no longer practice as a doctor in the UK.[7] The research was declared fraudulent in 2011 by the BMJ.[8]"

Extracted from Wikipedia [9]

Most definitely, we can not expect that this type of deceitful research is limited to the notorious Wakefield et al.-MMR-Autism’s scenario. In fact many of such (or even worst) acts from the many of the so-called professionals are still hidden and many fraudulent research are yet to be revealed as being fraudulent. Feigenbaum and Levy [10] statement “In a world where researchers prefer their experiments to have a particular outcome, scientific fraud and research bias are alternative methods to implement such preferences” made things a lot clearer and reveals the main reason why many professionals (in this case, researchers) intentionally decide to go so wrong.

Considering the premises in engineering and more importantly constructions, one would find disgusting number of instances when professionals have gone unbelievably too wrong. For now we limit the focus to...
some constructions within some universities in some South-East Asian Countries. It is heart-breaking to find that many Universities that are said to be highly ranked in engineering courses and architecture still mess up in terms of their construction works. Normally one most likely expect that such higher institutions would have followed the most appropriate multi-attribute analysis [11] (with special attention to cost benefit analysis) in reaching the decision as regards which project has high priority and thus worth embarking on. Therefore, it is safe to assume that these higher institutions embark on only those projects that top their scale of preference and which they are confident that have the required human and non-human resources for. Alas, many of these projects end up in building some structures which are eyesores and are neither highly functional nor possess the necessary aesthetic properties.

Some of such ill-constructed structures are very obvious in a particular highly popular University in India. In that University important precautions and many construction rules are grossly overlooked. Even though, that University has got the so called powerful Departments of Architecture and Civil Engineering, they still keep failing in major ways in their construction works. The most alarming aspect in which that University go wrong is seen in its approach to road (and gutter) construction. You will be surprised to find many of the roads and drainage within that University to have been poorly constructed such that the roads are at lower levels compared to the gutters, and most often there would be no linkage between the road surface water and the gutter and this causes lots of problems (for example, following rainfall). Eventually, these gutters have only very little or no functions, and the roads in that University campus become flooded following any slight rainfall. [The question one would ask is “Of what importance is a road-side gutter which does not drain the road’s surface water?”]

That University has got a lot of experienced professionals from its Works Department and many Professors from its Departments of Architecture and Civil Engineering involved in its construction works, and the University always spends lots of money on paying the huge salaries to these professionals as well as on purchasing quality materials for these constructions, but still the end results of the construction works are often non-functional-and-non-aesthetic, and sometimes hazardous structures. Both the immediate client (in this case, the University) and the general population at large who use these constructed structures must always find it highly unacceptable that these professionals (in this case, the experienced construction workers, architects, and civil engineers) too frequently go wrong in their constructions and keeps making highly disappointing errors.

Some other very important aspects where these professionals fail in their constructions include the aspect which involves concrete reinforcement. Even though the great importance and extreme need for high quality concrete is of paramount importance in virtually all constructions, but still some of the projects being carried out/supervised by the professional and construction specialists in that same University. For example, I had seen them many times using rusted iron rods in concrete reinforcement in some of their new constructions. And most often they had obtained those rusted iron rods from collapsed or demolished structures. Furthermore, the construction workers are often very careless while casting the concretes, and they often fail to properly position the reinforcement materials in the appropriate central part of concretes being cast. All these acts and negligence considerably lower the quality and durability of the structures being constructed and pose considerable risk of early collapsing.

Other instances where professionals err are not far fetched, and these wrong actions are not limited to the instances discuses above or to only the professions from the fields previously discussed. Rather, similar incorrect acts are found in the practices of professionals from all fields, ranging from the education professionals to the legal professionals, and even from the security and law enforcement professionals to the management professionals.

Truthfully, it is understandable that what eventually happens when professionals (intentionally) go very wrong is not a puzzle. [In fact, things do not go fine and the worst happens whenever various professionals intentionally go very wrong.] The worst outcomes mainly result due to the fact that the clients of such professionals (and sometimes, the entire population) would in many cases have trusted the professionals without reservations, and would often follows their recommendations to letters, finally it would be too late when they find out that the constructed structures which they is good is not, or when they finally find out
that they had actually followed wrong recommendations. Some convincing examples of such situations are those of the Wakefield et al.-MMR-Autism’s scenario, and series of building collapse that result from poor construction.

Finally we encourage the professionals to be a lot more careful (and sacrifice their selfish interests for the satisfaction of their clients and, sometimes, the general population) while discharging their professional duties and advise them to be a lot more diligent in their duties, and always remember their professional oats (if they have one) and abide by their promises.
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